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Description

1

Philip II of Macedon. 359-336 BC. Gold stater of Pella. 19mm. 8.46g. Laureate head of Apollo right./ Racing biga right, charioteer with
goad, trident below, Philip’s name in Greek Y in exergue. Le Rider 122, pl.77, 122, Sills GGC pl.11, Allen 1980 pl.13, 163, Nash 1987
pl.4, 15, Mack pl.IA ...[more]

2

Ogmios and V-Boar. Whisky Face with Racquet and Double Beaded Tail. Rybot group II; de Jersey class 6; Hooker series Z, class II,
group O. c.57-56 BC. Silver stater. 20mm. 5.96g. Head of Armorican sun-god right, almond eye, face-whisk./ Horse right, doublebeaded tail, ‘tennis-racquet’ driver ...[more]

3

Globular Cross. Lentil Type with Squat Cross. Sills Gallo-Belgic Xb, class 2. Carnutes. c.100-60 BC. Lentil-shaped globular gold stater
with ovoid section and narrow rounded flange. 12mm diameter, 6mm thick at centre. 7.42g. Blank convex./ Squat stellar cross with short
tapered arms, off centre ...[more]

4

Gallic War Uniface. Neat Anemone with Small Arcs. Sills class 4, fig.4c. Ambiani. c.55-54 BC. Gold stater. 16mm. 6.26g. Plain obverse
with central swelling and three small arcs near edge at 2 o’clock./ M-shaped horse right, charioteer’s arms and pellets above, ‘coffeebean’ and neat angled ‘anemo ...[more]

5

Heavy Striations. Angular Bull Type. Holman C3/1-2b. c.100-90 BC. Cast potin. 20mm. 2.30g. Linear head left, ring in centre, vertical
mould lines./ Angular bull, two crescents above, horizontal and vertical mould lines. ABC 153, VA 117, BMC 680, S 63. Near EF, bold
cast, clear striations, lovely ...[more]

6

Facing Heads. c.50-30 BC. Silver unit. 12mm. 1.05g. Two identical heads face-to-face, each with prominent beak-like nose, corded
diadem, bull’s head below./ Well-formed horse left, with cabled mane, two triangles and beaded line in front, ringed-pellet and two linked
rings below. ABC 216, VA–, BM ...[more]

7

Verica Galley. c.AD10-40. Silver unit. 12mm. 1.03g. Central cornucopia, four-pellet cross either side, sceptre placed diagonally to left
and behind, prow of Roman-style galley to right, COM to left, all within beaded border./ Naked horseman riding bareback to right, spear
or javelin in raised rig ...[more]

8

Climping Quarter. c.55-45 BC. Gold quarter stater. 13mm. 0.95g. Wreath motif, harp-shaped cloak lines./ Horse left, small animal
looking back above, ringed-pellet in front, pellet and serpent-head (sea-horse?) below. ABC, VA, BMC, DK, S. CCI 19.4027 ( this coin ).
Chipped, otherwise Good VF ...[more]

9

Funtington Ring (formerly Qc Corkscrew).Sills class 2. c.55-45 BC. Gold quarter stater. 9mm. 1.09g. Wreath motif, wiggly line on cloak
line./ Triple-tailed annulate horse right, large beaded ring above. ABC 584, Qc Corkscrew, VA, BMC, DK 257, S. EF, dumpy flan of rose
gold, beautifully toned, ...[more]

10

Danebury Scrolls Right Overstrike. c.55-45 BC. Gold quarter stater. 12mm. 0.92g. Swirling pattern of four large hair curls alternating
with reversed-S double-line fronds around cogwheel./ Horse right with double stranded-tail, beaded ringed-pellet above, spoked wheel
below. New undertype, previou ...[more]

11

Tincomarus Excrementum. Sills class 5b, dies 12/19. c.25BC-AD10. Gold stater. 17mm. 5.37g. COM . F in sunken tablet in centre of
plain field./ Naked warrior on rearing horse right, holding javelin in raised right hand, star above within sinuous line attached to rump of
horse, TIN at angle below ...[more]

12

Eppillus Crescent. Sills class 1, rev. die 4. c.20BC-AD1. Gold quarter stater. 10mm. 1.12g. Upturned crescent in centre with
COMM.F.EPPILLV around./ Horse right, star and pellet triad above, star below, beaded border. ABC 1157, VA 409, BMC 1006-09, DK
354, S 97. Good EF, lemony-gold, sharp let ...[more]

13

Epaticcus Victory. c.AD20-40. Silver unit. 10-13mm. 1.32g. Victory seated right, TAS CIOV around, beaded border./ Boar right, tree
behind, EPAT below. ABC 1349, VA 581, BMC 2294-328, S 357. Good VF, lightly toned silver, sharply struck. Ex Richard Wilson
collection. SCARCE Epaticcu ...[more]

14

Caratacus Warrior. c.AD40-43. Gold stater. 16mm. 5.35g. Ear of barley, [C]V to left, NO to right./ Naked warrior on stallion right, holding
javelin and shield, CARAT around, beaded border. ABC, VA, BMC, DK, S. CCI 20.0001 ( this coin ). Good VF, rich rose-gold, bold
barley, crisp lettering, ...[more]

15

Bury Diadem. Talbot Bury A, dies D/6. c.55-50 BC. Silver unit. 14mm. 1.41g. Female head left, with long pointed nose, heart-shaped ear
and wearing lunar crown./ Horse left, tiny s-shapes for mane, solar ‘anemone’ above, cross in front composed of four tiny s-shapes with
central pellet, ringed-pel ...[more]

16

Crescent Corn Ears. Talbot EPH (B) unit, dies H/12. cAD 10-25. Silver unit. 12mm. 1.21g. Back-to-back crescents, ring above and
below in centre of corn ear wreath motif./ Curvy horse left, six pellets on shoulder, pellet under tail, six-spoke wheel above, ring below.
ABC 1591, VA 675, BMC 3767-74 ...[more]

17

W-Forelegs Proto Boar with Grass. Rich Type 16d. c.55-45 BC. Silver unit. 15mm. 1.41g. Bendy-bodied boar right with W-shaped
forelegs, beaded ring above, ringed-pellet below./ Naturalistic horse left with W-forelegs and hairy tail, large beaded circle and ringedpellet above, ringed-pellet and ar ...[more]

18

Volisios Dumnocoveros. c.AD35-40. Gold stater. 20mm. 5.24g. VOLI SIO[S] in two lines crossed by vertical wreath of brick-like leaves
facing inwards, beaded-pellet and three-armed spiral in ring in angles./ Lunate horse left, pellet triad under head, DVM [NOCO] VEROS
around. ABC 1980, VA 978, BMC 3 ...[more]

19

Tribal Tree. Small Type with Star. c.55-45 BC. Gold stater. 18-20mm. 5.62g. Tribal tree symbol on plain field, small ring near top, ringedpellet at base and tiny star-shaped pellet at 11 o’clock./ Disjointed triple-tailed horse right, charioteer’s arms above, ‘coffee-bean’ behind,
wheel below, c ...[more]

20

Corio Tree. Tiny V Type. c.20BC-5AD. Gold stater. 17mm. 5.38g. Dobunnic branch emblem on plain field./ Three-tailed horse right,
CORI[O], two ringed-pellets and crescent above (forming hidden sad face), and tiny inverted V, V behind tail, two tiny inverted Vs and
wheel below, pellets around . AB ...[more]

21

Facing Horses. Right Type. c.50-40 BC. Silver unit. 15mm. 1.34g. Two horses rearing face to face, harness between noses, S-shape tail
raised, cogwheel between, two smaller opposed horses below, rings around./ Horse right, ladder-like mane, cogwheel in front, small
inverted horse and cogwheel abov ...[more]

22

Wiltshire Wheels. c.45-35 BC. Gold quarter stater. 10mm. 1.16g. Wreath motif, large sunburst below, bear’s paws above./ Two tailed
annulate horse left, large wheel with beaded rim above, ring and wheel below. ABC 2103, VA, BMC, S. VF, yellow gold, prominent
hairbar, sharp horse. Ex David Beavi ...[more]

23

Cranborne Chase. c.58-40 BC. Silver stater, probably with a little gold. 18mm. 5.85g. Wreath motif./ Triple-tailed horse left with ‘safetypin’ head, pellets above, ‘coffee bean’ behind. ABC 2157, VA 1235-1, BMC 2525-636, S 366. Good V F, lightly toned silver,
heavyweight chunky flan, clear tai ...[more]

24

Corded Serpent. c.55-45 BC. Gold quarter stater. 12mm. 1.30g. Wreath design with hidden face./ Triple-tailed horse right with tiny
beaded mane, ring-pole protruding from chest, corded serpent body above, horizontal S-shape and crescent below. ABC 2225, VA,
BMC, DK 475, S. Unobtrusive hairli ...[more]

25

Essex Serpent. c.50-40 BC. Silver unit. 14mm. 1.28g. Annulated horse right looking back over its shoulder, with open mouth, long
curved ears and S-shaped tail, coiled serpent above with long tongue, small annulated horse and rimless wheel behind./ Annulated
horse left with large elliptical ear, b ...[more]

26

Heybridge Triangle. Sills British Lc2, class 2a, dies 2/3A.c.50-40 BC. Gold quarter stater. 12mm. 1.26g. Wreath between two corded
lines, stylised locks of hair above./ Double-tailed horse right, single line dewlap and beaded mane, pellet triad and ringed-pellet above,
‘coffee-bean’ behind, ringe ...[more]

27

Face Over Horse. c.55-45 BC. Silver unit. 11mm. 0.93g. Head right, large pointed nose, semi-circular eye, large crescents for hair,
sunburst and ringed-pellet in front./ Annulate horse right, beaded pole protruding from back, beaded ringed-pellet below and in front.
ABC 2386, VA, BMC, S. Goo ...[more]

28

Dubnovellaunos Branch. II Type. Sills class 2b. Kretz class D2-1. c.25-10 BC. Gold stater. 18mm. 5.47g. Banded flan with wreath motif,
two outline crescents and two ringed-pellets in centre, forming two ‘sad’ hidden faces, ringed-pellet at end of wreath./ Full-bodied horse
leaping left with beade ...[more]

29

Dubnovellaunos Trefoil. Naturalistic Head. Sills class 1, rev.3. c.25-10 BC. Gold quarter stater. 13mm. 1.30g. Wreath motif, two outline
crescents and two ringed-pellets in centre, forming two ‘sad’ hidden faces./ Horse galloping left, trefoil above, pellet and ringed-pellet in
front, two pelle ...[more]

30

Tasciovanos Taxciavan. Sills class 1b obv, 1a rev., dies 5/4.c.25BC-AD10. Gold stater. 17mm. 5.56g. Crossed-wreath motif with two
opposed crescents and four ringed-pellets at centre forming hidden faces./ Horse right, two pellets below head, bucranium and solar
motif above, ‘acorn-like’ object in ...[more]

31

Andoco Crescent Wreath. Sills class 1, dies 1/1. c.20-1 BC. Gold quarter stater. 11mm. 1.32g. Crossed-wreath motif with back-to-back
crescents in centre, pellet between, [A]ND[O] in angles./ Full-bodied horse left, phallic bucranium above, wheel below. ABC 2718, VA
1863 var., (one pellet between ...[more]

32

Cunobelinus Biga. Two Dots Type. Sills class 1, dies 2/3.Kretz Type A2, var.1.c.AD8-41. Gold quarter stater. 11mm. 1.24g. CAMVL
monogram in rectangular panel with concave sides, crossed by vertical beaded-wreath motif, heart-shaped hidden face in upper right
and bottom left quarter./ Two Roman-s ...[more]

33

Cunobelinus (Agr?) No Branch Type. Sills class 4, rev. die 74. c.AD8-41. Gold stater. 15-17mm. 5.32g. Ear of barley without central
stalk, crossbar and long ornate curvilinear tendrils at base, [CA] to left, MV to right./ Chubby horse galloping right, with long ears and
beaded mane, pellet in fr ...[more]

34

Cunobelinus Linear. Sills class 2. c.AD8-41. Gold quarter stater. 11mm. 1.22g. Ear of corn with central stalk between CA to left, M[V] to
right./ Horse right, with linear mane, branch above, CVN below. ABC 2810, VA 1927-1, BMC 1837-42, DK 575, S 292. Good VF, rose
gold, whole horse, full CVN. Fou ...[more]

